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In our current world’s
societies people everywhere have become obsessed with
how many likes,
tweets, retweets or
posts they have or
don’t have on their
social media feeds.
People
everywhere
on trains, buses in
cafes etc. are constantly on their Smart
Phones, Tablets, Laptops, PCs or Mac
Computers all filling
the “Voids” in their
timelines when they

don’t actually have man trafficking
of
to look at or talk to young girls in India
was thwarted
and
someone.
those concerned arSome people say rested by the police
Social
Media is at the next railway
great because
it station after another
gives them a voice, passenger tweeted the
connects them with local police when he
something
loved ones, that it thought
helps expose corrup- was very wrong. The
tion and other illegal young and terrified
behaviours.
girls where happily
returned to their parAlso some say that ents.
Social Media saves
lives as it did on Some say that Social
Twitter only a few Media helps people
days ago when hu- build their business

dragged into any of
the political crossfire of who is right
or wrong or choosing
sides on that argument
where Social Media is
Some people say that being discussed.
Social Media is the
Curse and New Black In this article I am
mentioning
Plague of Society and only
one of the worst in- that a lot of people
ventions ever to come spend an excessive
to planet earth and amount of time on
that it is ruining lives Social Media to fill
everywhere.
the “Voids” in their
timelines and then
As we are a non-po- ask the question if a
litical Newspaper I person did not spend
am not going to get so much time on sowhere as before they
could not possibly
afford to start up a
business and many
other positive things.

cial media and they
filled the “Voids” in
their timelines with
other materials that
can lead them to having a far richer and
happier life... read on
to discover the secret
power that voids are
having over your life.
article continued on
page...9.
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We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
Good
Wow! Some
t.
News At Las

My Gosh! Did you see
that there is now a
way of ending
Unemployment,
Poverty and
Financial Hardship on
Earth? Check it out
in The Good News
Newspaper in
Australia
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Did You Hear
About That
Amazing
Inspirational
Story In The
Good News
Newspaper From
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The 6 Shocking Benefits Of
Getting Up At 5:30am
( Well Over 3 Million Views )

Remember, The Early Bird Gets The Worm!
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The Inspirational
Reinvention Of
Lisa Nichols
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Be Inspired
=================================
Published on Nov 2, 2017
=============
This is one of the best motivational lifestory ►Subscribe to my new channel for WORKthat I’ve ever heard.
OUT MOTIVATION
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsC9...
►Motivational Alarm Clocks
https://beinspiredchannel.com/alarms
►Follow us
http://www.facebook.com/BeInspiredCha...
Get the book : NO MATTER WHAT!:
https://www.instagram.com/beinspiredc...
http://BeInspiredChannel.Com
9 Steps to Living the Life You Love
http://amzn.to/2zcgdLT
https://soundcloud.com/beinspiredchannel
*affiliate*
http://twitter.com/beinspiredCHNL
►Special thanks to Tom Bilyeu
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnYM...
=================================
=================================
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Dear Readers Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Amazing Sports Footage
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Did You Know That We Are Now
Pumping Out Good News And Positive
Solutions To People In Over 20
Countries Every Week?
Can you help us spread the word even further by
subscribing to our Newspaper for $3.30 Per week?
If you can please click “HERE” to be taken to
our home page to subscribe. Thank you :-).

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

Finally...
192nd Edition 30th July 2018

The World’s First Genuine And Workable
Solution To Help Wipe Out Unemployment,
Poverty & Financial Hardship In Australia
And Around The World.
To Find Out More Click Here
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How You Fill Your Voids
Determines Your
Outcomes
© 2018 By Derek White Editor

To Discover The Major Hidden
Secrets Read On...

Article
continued named in one word:
from the front page.
You see many people do not realise that
there is an extremely
powerful and secret
force
operating in
their lives which they
do not even know
exists but is controlling every minute and
every aspect of their
lives without them
even knowing about
it.

“Void”

“Void” defined:
Noun: a completely
empty space.
Noun Plural: Voids.

Here are some reallife examples so you
can
start thinking
with it and then expand out your understanding from there to
Once you understand see how it is affecting
this hidden and secret your life.
force that is at work in
your life you can over- 1st Example: You
come it and not let it get hungry either first
control your life in a thing in the morning
negative way.
or at various times of
the day. Your stomach
Ok. So what is this sends a message to
hidden force and what your mind.
can you do about it to This is basically the
make a better life for stomach
saying to
yourself?
you, “I’m peckish”
and
have a small
This powerful and empty space “Void”
hidden force can to fill or “I am starvbe summed up and

ing” and I’m completely empty and
have a huge “Void”
and you must fill me
Right Now!!!

“Void” in your mind
that says, “I must
have somewhere safe
and warm to rest my
body at night otherwise I will freeze to
2nd example: You death or be arrested
have dropped off your for being a vagrant”.
kid at the party or
boarded a train or bus So the “Void” in your
and you have nothing mind now commands
to do for 1- 2 - 3 hours. you to either find
somewhere to rent
Your mind says to or to buy to fill the
you “I have noth- “Void” that is now
ing to do.” You then present in your mind.
have a “Void” in time
which you must fill 4th example: Mum
with something. You and Dad no longer pay
either get out your for your food and you
phone and start at- need to get a job and
tending to your mes- earn money or you
sages or your social don’t get to eat or
media or you get out a have any of the nice
book or newspaper to things in life.
read or you go to grab The “Void” again
a coffee, etc.
kicks in and you now
start reading the job
3rd example: The vacancies in the patime has arrived where per and start asking
you have to move out around to get a job to
of home. You don’t pay you money. Dehave a house to live pending on how broke
in. You now have a or how much you

have in your pocket
will determine how
fast or hard you look
for and obtain a job.
I think by now
you are starting to
understand the immense power that the
“Voids” in our lives
have over us all. The
“Void” says: “You
will fill me up or you
will be punished in
some way.”
Both
people and
nature cannot stand
to have a “Void” or
empty
space and
will fill the space
with something. Now
that you understand
some of the basics
of how powerful the
“Voids” are in our
lives let’s move on
to see how they affect
our “Health”, “Happiness” and “Wealth”.
1st our Health. Our
bodies are designed to
be moved and exer-

cised. They also need
certain things to run
well. Vitamins, Minerals, Oxygen, Water,
Exercise.
When our bodies
don’t have these
things then an emptiness or void of those
things occurs. And
what happens when
there is a “Void” in
Nature? Something
will find a way to fill
that space: Sickness,
Pain, Tiredness, the
list of possible aliments in the human
body is long.
Article continued on
page...16.
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38 DELICIOUS ONEMINUTE RECIPES
15,128,903 views
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Discover 21 Ways To Be
Happy
Over The Next 21 Weeks We Will Be Showing You 21 Ways To Be Happy. Why Are
We Showing You These 21 Ways? The Answer: Your Survival Is Important To Us.

No5. HONOR AND HELP YOUR
PARENTS.
From a
child’s
point of view, parents are sometimes
hard to understand.

from a very strong
desire to do what
they believe to be
best for the child.

There are differences between generations. But truthfully,
this is no barrier.
When one is weak,
it is a temptation to
take refuge in subterfuges and lies: it
is this which builds
the wall.

Children are indebted
to their
parents for their
upbringing—if the
parents did so.

Children can reconcile their differences with their parents.
Before any shouting begins, one can
at least try to talk it
over quietly. If the
child is frank and
honest, there cannot
help but be an appeal that will reach.

2. compromise: a
settlement of differences in which
each
side gives
in on some point
while retaining others and reaching a
mutual agreement
thereby.

While some parents
are so fiercely independent that they
will accept no return on the obligation, it is nevertheless true that there
often comes a time
when it is the turn
of the younger generation to care for
their parents.

In spite of all, one
must remember that
they are the only
parents
one has.
And as such, no
matter what, one
It is often possible should honor them
to attain a compro- and help them.
mise2 where both
sides now under- The way to happistand
and can ness includes being
agree. It is not al- on good terms with
ways easy to get one’s parents or
along with others those who brought
one up.
but one should try.
One cannot overlook the fact that
almost always, parents are acting

1. honor: to show
respect for; to treat
with deference and
courtesy.

© 2018 L.Ron Hubbard Library. Grateful acknowledgement is made to L.Ron Hubbard Library for permission to reproduce a selection from the copyrighted work of L.Ron Hubbard.
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“The Way You Fill The Voids In Your
Life Determines The Outcomes Of Your
Life So Be Careful How You Fill Them”
Derek White Editor © July 2018
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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To Discover The Major Hidden Secrets, Read On...
Article continued on keep every member
from page...9.
of your family including yourself hapSo moving onto How py so no “Voids” can
Do Voids affect our come into your famHappiness?
ily life and be filled
with negative energy.
This, to some people
may seems like a com- Simple things like,
pletely disrelated way keeping your word
of looking at it but once given, thereplease bear with me fore don’t do stuff
and you will see what that you know upsets
I mean.
someone in your family. Remember that
There
are certain every argument, brothings that cause Hap- ken promise or uppiness and there are set is going to crecertain things that ate a negative “Void”
cause Unhappiness.
which can be filled
with negative energy.
You can either get
very technical and 3: Fill your life with
very complicated with things that make you
too many things to re- happy and that you
member to do or you are passionate about.
can Keep It Simple, If you are a budding
Stupid. (KISS.)
author, take your laptop or pad and pen
So here is the simple with you and when
solution to being hap- you have a potential
py. Don’t let any area void coming up, fill it
of your life develop by writing your story.
“Voids” that can be If you have a passion
filled with other nega- with cars, ensure you
tive stuff.
have the latest magazines or articles handy
1: Do everything in for when you have
your power to not a void coming up!
let yourself or your
family get sick and Whenever you see
unhealthy. If you or the possibility of a
someone in your fam- ‘void’ coming into
ily starts showing your life that may be
signs of getting sick filled with things that
or being unhappy im- are not going to assist
mediately do every- you with making your
thing you can to rem- life better, then make
edy it.
sure you plan out really positive things
2: Do everything in with which to fill that
your power to help void.

How do “Voids” have
anything to do with
Wealth Creation or
Lack Of Wealth Creation?
It is very simple but
in fact the thing that
throws people off is
that when it comes to
creating wealth it is
the complete opposite of what you may
think.
Let me explain: If
you are happy and
satisfied, you are not
going
hungry, you
are getting many of
the things you want
in your life, then you
are content with your
lot in life.
There are no real
“Voids” to suck in
negative energy or
the positive energy of
more money etc. And
remember the Laws
of the Universe: when
there is no “Void”
there is no space to
fill.
So to create wealth
you have to go completely in the opposite
direction and deliberately create a massive
void. Yes I know it
sounds completely bizarre and goes against
everything that you
may think.
Article continued on
page...19.
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 190th Edition Crossword.
Across

1

2

1 demonstrations (8)

3

4

5

6

8

8 hardly any (4)

11

9 small, round, green
vegetable (3)

9
13

12

7
10

14
16

15
17

11 very fast plane (3)

18

13 upon (2)

19

20

21

14 abbr over the
counter (3)

22

Last Week’s 191st
Edition Solution.

23

15 name of a
vegetable (5)

24
28

16 wealthy (4)

25

26

27
29

17 egg shape (pl) (5)
18 me in French (3)
19 singular, masculine
word for this, in
French (2)

10 abbr and so on (pl)
(4)
12 a measurement in
printing (2)

21 think about
something (8)

16 of a race or its
people (6)

23 abbr artificial
intelligence (2)

20 get up every
morning (5)

24 visitor, sightseer
(pl) (10)

22 organ for hearing
(pl) (4)

28 the exchange of a
commodity for
money (pl) (5)

25 abbr rheumatoid
arthritis (2)

29 operate something
(3)

26 abbr value
engineering (2)
27 abbr Europe (2)

Down
1 pleasure (pl) (10)
2 man made (10)
3 shortened name for
mother (2)
4 enunciate (10)
5 a man's name (3)
6 damaged (7)
7 every one (4)
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CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Sudoku

Medium 192nd

Easy 192nd

Hard 192nd

Ph: 0423 470 701

Last Week’s

Easy

Sudoku Solutions 191st Edition
Medium

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

Hard
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Continued from page Void” so as the Money can and will be
16.
sucked into it to fill
But
when you the “VOID” of ‘no
money’.
come to under- How does one do this
stand this tech- you might ask?

nology of “Voids”
and
how they 1st you must get rid
“MUST” be filled, of all your considthen if there is... erations and thoughts

For
the people
who say “Money
Is Not Everything”
Zig Ziglar says,
“it Ranks right up
there with Oxygen”, and Laurence Thompson
says “When you
don’t have enough,
It becomes Everything”.

about it being totally fine to not have
NO “VOID” OF
enough money and
HAVING NO MONthat being broke or
EY
financially challenged For people who conis fine and accept- tinue to struggle with
WHICH MUST PER
money and think it’s
able.
THE LAWS OF THE
a bad thing and that
VOID
Remember if you it corrupts etc. realise
are not hungry, you that it is only people
BE FILLED WITH
are content with the who can corrupt.
MONEY TO FILL
amount of money that
THE VOID,
you have, then there Money is just a physical thing. It has no
is no “Void” to fill.
THEN HOW CAN
soul, heart etc. It canTHE
VOID
BE
2nd: You must right not think for itself.
FILLED IF THERE
down with a burning A pile of cash sitting
IS NO VOID?
passion every single on a desk is not thinkarea of your life that ing to itself, “Now
When I first heard
would be improved how can I currupt my
about this “VOID”
if you had a lot more owner?”
technology in an
money.
amazing book called
Start getting the idea
“Way of the Wealthy”
3rd: For every area in your mind of a
By John Hanna &
of your life that you vortex, a whirlpool
Timothy Marlowe it
write down you must that is winding up
completely blew my
also write down at with more and more
mind and answered
least 200 reasons why power and energy that
so many mysteries for
having more money starts sucking more
me it was like being
for that area of your money into your life.
in a time warp watchlife would be better.
ing things fly past me
For the non monetary
in slow motion.
Also whilst you are voids in your life that
creating these lists you want to fill: Go
To overcome this biof 200 reasons why through the same
zarre conundrum of
it would be better process of the lists.
opposites on the subfor each of the areas I hope that this artiject of Wealth Creato have more money, cle is of some value
tion, you must work
start having brain- to you. Kind regards
like
crazy in your
storm
sessions on Derek White Editor.
mind
to create the
how you can ethically
vacuum of “The
create it.

To Buy The Book Please
Go To The Next Page.
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If You Are Not Getting Enough Money Or Success In
Your Life And You Are Frustrated, Do Yourself A Huge
Favour: Please Buy This Book, Read It And Apply It.
Just $24 @

This book is about
wealth and how to
create it. If you sincerely follow these
simple
principles,
your life is about to
change. You may have
heard that before and
been
disappointed,
because there are vast
numbers of teachers
and books on wealth
creation making the
same claims that exercise products do – that
is, the results will be
effortless, immediate,
and you won’t have

https://www.amazon.com/Way-Wealthy-Financial-Universal-Principles/dp/0987421506

to change or work or So what makes this
even think very much book any different?
Three things. First of
to get them.
all, we knew that if it
We all know that’s was just another dense
nonsense, playing on mass of financial
our hopes and fears, charts, invest- ment
but it just seems so ir- projections, and othresistible. So we try, er incomprehensible
but the books end up data, those who need
on the shelf and the it wouldn’t read it,
magical exercise ma- and those who knew it
chine gathers dust in wouldn’t need it.
the garage, and all that
changes is our cour- If it isn’t clear, people
age, and our belief that won’t do it, and neiwe deserve more.
ther would we. So we
didn’t write that book.

Secondly, we appreciate that the single
most important factor
in any real and lasting
transformation is…
you.

have a profound effect
on who you are and
what you feel you deserve from the world
– the doing and the being.

If you don’t change,
all the knowledge
in the world won’t
change your life, so
we address both; not
only the practical steps
that will increase your
wealth no matter what
level you’re at now,
but also principles
and exercises that will

This is not a book
you read, but a book
you live. Finally, this
knowledge does not
come from us alone. It
is the result of over 70
combined years of diligent research and personal experience, with
the guidance of all the
inspired masters of the

past and present we
have been privileged
to learn from, meet, or
work with. This wisdom has stood the test
of time, has proven its
value, and it is deeply
satisfying to help others gain quickly what
took us so long to
learn. Albert Einstein
said, “If I see far, it is
because I stand upon
the shoulders of giants,” and so do we.
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Crosswords + Puzzles
191st Edition Word Search Solution
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Crosswords + Puzzles
Word Search 192nd Edition: Your Target Is To Find 200 Words!
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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